GIS-Pro 2020: A Virtual Success

Dozens of URISA volunteers, led by Ashley Hitt, GISP (Conference Chair), Judy Colby-George, GISP
(Program Chair) and Randal Krejcarek, GISP, PE (Associate Program Chair), developed TWO
conferences this year.

One was created in early March when the planning committee met in Baltimore ... and it was
phenomenal. Truly! We even had social events detailed and a list of favorite restaurants to share. Before
we could publicize the program and open registration, COVID-19 hit and it became clear that we
wouldn't be meeting in person in Baltimore this Fall. When it was decided that GIS-Pro 2020 would be
presented virtually, the committee had both a challenge and an opportunity to update the content to
include some presentations from the original program along with topics that everyone was talking about
such as Public Health, Racial Equity, Social Justice, Community Resilience, and more.
Pivoting to a virtual format was a challenge and everyone so graciously adjusted and worked together to
make it happen. Thank you to the GIS-Pro 2020 Conference Committee and to all of the presenters and
instructors who are sharing their knowledge with us. Thank you to our sponsors and partners for their
unwavering support. And thanks to all of our members and attendees, some of whom are with us for
the first time, virtually.
Though we cannot assist with home schooling your children or checking in on your senior parents,
we did stay true to our mission to provide professional education and training and a vibrant and
connected community – albeit virtually.

Our keynote speakers were spectacular!

•
•
•

Tuesday, September 29: Martin O'Malley, Former Governor of Maryland
Wednesday, September 30: Chris Vaughan, Geographic Information Officer for the Federal
Emergency Management Agency
Friday, October 2: Juliana Blackwell, Director of the National Geodetic Survey

Featured panel discussions focused on Racial Equity & GIS, Contact Tracing, GIS Ethics, and Redistricting,
and dozens of concurrent sessions were on the agenda with live Q&A. Sessions will be available on
demand for GIS-Pro 2020 registrants after the conference, so you can catch up on the presentations you
may have missed during the conference.
The workshop line-up was stellar and we sincerely thank all of the instructors who pivoted to live virtual
instruction:
Wednesday, September 23
•
•
•
•

Best Practices for GIS Project Planning and Management
NG911 & the GIS Workflow
GIS in Emergency Management
Microsoft Project™ Software Tutorial

Thursday, September 24
•
•

Experimental Learning Techniques to be More Effective
Introduction to GIS for Equity and Social Justice

Tuesday, October 6
•
•
•

Building Community Using Geospatial Tools
Unpacking GIS Data for NG9-1-1
Changes Afoot After 2022: State Plane and the Death of the U.S. Survey Foot

Wednesday, October 7
•
•

Preparing for GISP Certification
Coordinate Systems and Projections

We can't thank our sponsors and partners enough for their generosity and willingness to share
insights and solutions with our participants.

Virtual networking opportunities were abundant and we even had a poker run, exploring Baltimore
attractions online, in teams. (Thanks to Cyclomedia for making the event so much fun!) And thank you
to the URISA Vanguard Cabinet for all of the activities to welcome students and young professionals.
Our community has always been resilient and eager to help each other through a crisis. We were
pleased that so many members, experts, and friends were able to join us at GIS-Pro 2020 to engage, ask
questions, explore solutions, earn GISP points, and make the most of this opportunity.

We learned so much about the evolution and importance of the Johns Hopkins Dashboard from Esri’s
Este Geraghty and Sean Breyer and the developer of the dashboard that went around the world,
Ensheng (Frank) Dong, GISP, Louis M. Brown Engineering Fellow and Ph.D. Candidate, Johns Hopkins
University. Truly inspiring!

Governor O’Malley & Smart Government.

FEMA’s GIO, Chris Vaughan, celebrates GISCorps’ importance in disaster response.

Juliana Blackwell, Director of the National Geodetic Survey, with the closing keynote.

The panel on mentoring relationships was outstanding!

Another important topic: Contact Tracing with Jared Shoultz, Health GIS Patterns Specialist at Esri.

Dayman Crull from New Light Technologies during one of the sponsored Lunch & Learn sessions.

Another excellent workshop from Judy Colby-George discussing “Building Community Using Geospatial
Tools”.

Tripp Corbin posing questions in the ‘Preparing for GIS Certification’ workshop.

Michael Dennis and his “Changes Afoot After 2022: State Plane and the Death of the U.S. Survey
Foot” workshop.

Of course, puppets were part of the Unpacking GIS Data for NG911 workshop!

Follow @plotboy for interesting perspectives and great doodles.

Great discussion during the Surveying and GIS panel!

GIS & COVID-19 Contact Tracing: Andrew Swartz, State of Wisconsin.

A featured panel on “Racial Equity & GIS” was so engaging and well-attended that I forgot to grab a
screenshot. Wait for the recording!

John Nolte, GIS Manager at Denver Water, discusses lead contaminants.

Holly Torpey of URISA’s GISCorps had a good crowd of folks eager to learn about projects and
opportunities to contribute.

So many URISA Past Presidents participated in an informal virtual coffee one morning, including Ken
Dueker, (1982-1983). It was a thrill to connect our young professional members with these legends!

The Policy Advisory Committee invited participation and covered everything from the US Census and
Ligado to GIS ethics.

